
Perfectly tailored to the 
chopping system.
The chopping system consists of the blade, chopping 
housing and rotor. The optimal interplay of these 
components is essential when it comes to tapping your 
machine's full potential.

Your benefits:
Perfect coordination of components•	
High chop quality with high tolerance to foreign objects•	
Maximum dimensional accuracy•	

Precision manufacture
Our ORIGINAL baler knives are precision-manufactured in 
accordance with strict CLAAS specifications.
Narrow manufacturing tolerances ensure a consistently high 
output and deliver optimal baling results, day in, day out.

Your benefits:
Uniform chop•	
Long service life•	

Considerable manufacturing 
expertise.
Our many years of experience and manufacturing 
expertise as a company have enabled us to deliver an 
optimal combination of a long service life and high foreign 
object tolerance. Our universally deployable ORIGINAL 
baler knives offer you outstanding efficiency across the full 
spectrum of harvesting conditions and crop types. 

Your benefits:
Foreign object tolerance•	
Outstanding efficiency•	
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Custom-made.
CLAAS ORIGINAL parts are precision-manufactured, 
high-quality series components for CLAAS machines.

Dependable.
CLAAS ORIGINAL parts have a longer life cycle and 
protect the machine from mechanical failure.

Efficient.
CLAAS ORIGINAL parts are renowned for their high 
cost-effectiveness, and quality that pays off.

Why CLAAS ORIGINAL 
baler knives?
When it comes to our ORIGINAL baler knives, it's all about 
consistency and delivering the very finest product quality. We 
use nothing less than the very highest steel grades and 
manufacture our product to stringent CLAAS specifications. The 
precise coordination of knives with the CLAAS chopping system 
ensures outstanding baling results.
The following quality characteristics distinguish the
ORIGINAL baler knife:

Durable sharp cutting action•	

Precision manufacture•	

High-grade steel•	

High foreign object tolerance•	

CLAAS ORIGINAL parts

Baler knives –  
the perfect chop.

CLAAS ORIGINAL parts.
Custom-made. Dependable. Efficient.

Dealer stamp

ORIGINAL parts offer you more than just the 
right dimensions. The materials and 
manufacturing methods we use are 
fundamental to the reliability and long service 
life of our machines. 

Our ORIGINAL parts are manufactured from 
materials of an exceptionally high quality and to 
precise CLAAS specifications on the basis of 
proven CLAAS expert knowledge. Each and 
every part is tailored to the machine as a whole.

go.claas.com/ctpd


